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Abstract. We seek to recognize the place depicted in a query image
using a database of “street side” images annotated with geolocation information. This is a challenging task due to changes in scale, viewpoint
and lighting between the query and the images in the database. One of
the key problems in place recognition is the presence of objects such as
trees or road markings, which frequently occur in the database and hence
cause significant confusion between different places. As the main contribution, we show how to avoid features leading to confusion of particular
places by using geotags attached to database images as a form of supervision. We develop a method for automatic detection of image-specific and
spatially-localized groups of confusing features, and demonstrate that
suppressing them significantly improves place recognition performance
while reducing the database size. We show the method combines well
with the state of the art bag-of-features model including query expansion, and demonstrate place recognition that generalizes over wide range
of viewpoints and lighting conditions. Results are shown on a geotagged
database of over 17K images of Paris downloaded from Google Street
View.

1

Introduction

Map-based collections of street side imagery, such as Google StreetView [1] or
Microsoft StreetSide [2] open-up the possibility of image-based place recognition.
Given the query image of a particular street or a building facade, the objective is
to find one or more images in the geotagged database depicting the same place.
We define “place” as the 3D structure visible in the query image, rather than
the actual camera location of the query [3]. Images showing (a part of) the same
3D structure may, and often have, very different camera locations, as illustrated
in the middle column of figure 1.
The ability to visually recognize the place depicted in an image has a range of
exciting applications such as: (i) automatic registration of consumer photographs
?
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Fig. 1. Examples of visual place recognition results. Given a query image (top) of an
unknown place, the goal is to find an image from a geotagged database of street side
imagery (bottom), depicting the same place as the query.

with maps [4], (ii) transferring place-specific annotations, such as landmark information, to the query image [5, 6], or (iii) finding common structures between
images for large scale 3D reconstruction [7]. In addition, it is an important first
step towards estimating the actual query image camera location using structure
from motion techniques [8, 9, 7].
Place recognition is an extremely challenging task as the query image and
images available in the database might show the same place imaged at a different scale, from a different viewpoint or under different illumination conditions.
An additional key challenge is the self-similarity of images of different places:
the image database may contain objects, such as trees, road markings or window blinds, which occur at many places and hence are not representative for
any particular place. In turn, such objects significantly confuse the recognition
process.
As the main contribution of this work, we develop a method for automatically
detecting such “confusing objects” and demonstrate that removing them from
the database can significantly improve the place recognition performance. To
achieve this, we employ the efficient bag-of-visual-words [10, 11] approach with
large vocabularies and fast spatial matching, previously used for object retrieval
in large unstructured image collections [12, 13]. However, in contrast to generic
object retrieval, the place recognition database is structured: images depict a
consistent 3D world and are labelled with geolocation information. We take
advantage of this additional information and use the available geotags as a form
of supervision providing us with large amounts of negative training data since
images from far away locations cannot depict the same place. In particular,
we detect, in each database image, spatially localized groups of local invariant
features, which are matched to images far from the geospatial location of the
database image. The result is a segmentation of each image into a “confusing
layer”, represented by groups of spatially localized invariant features occurring
at other places in the database, and a layer discriminating the particular place
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from other places in the database. Further, we demonstrate that suppressing such
confusing features significantly improves place recognition performance while
reducing the database size.
To achieve successful visual place recognition the image database has to be
representative: (i) all places need to be covered and (ii) each place should be
captured under wide range of imaging conditions. For this purpose we combine
two types of visual data: (i) street-side imagery from Google street-view which
has good coverage and provides accurate geo-locations; and (ii) user-generated
imagery from a photo-sharing website Panoramio, which depicts places under
varying imaging conditions (such as different times of the day or different seasons), but is biased towards popular places and its geotags are typically noisy.
We show place recognition results on a challenging database of 17K images of
central Paris automatically downloaded from Google Street View expanded with
8K images from the photo-sharing website Panoramio.
1.1

Related work

Most previous work on image-based place recognition focused on small scale settings [14–16]. More recently, Cummins and Newman [17] described an appearanceonly simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) system, based on the bagof-features representation, capturing correlations between different visual words.
They show place recognition results on a dataset of more than 100,000 omnidirectional images captured along a 1,000 km route, but do not attempt to detect
or remove confusing features. Schindler et al. [3] proposed an information theoretic criterion for choosing informative features for each location, and build
vocabulary trees [18] for location recognition in a database of 30,000 images.
However, their approach relies on significant visual overlap between spatially
close-by database images, effectively providing positive “training data” for each
location. In contrast, our method measures only statistics of mismatched features
and requires only negative training data in the form of highly ranked mismatched
images for a particular location.
Large databases of several millions of geotagged Flickr images were recently
used for coarse-level image localization. Hays and Efros [19] achieve coarse-level
localization on the level of continents and cities using category-level scene matching. Li et al. [6] discover distinct but coarse-level landmarks (such as an entire
city square) as places with high concentration of geotagged Flickr images and
build image-level classifiers to distinguish landmarks from each other. In contrast, we address the complementary task of matching particular places in streetside imagery, use multi-view spatial constraints and require establishing visual
correspondence between the query and the database image.
Community photo-collections (such as Flickr) are now often used in computer vision tasks with the focus on clustering [20, 21, 5], 3D modelling [9, 7] and
summarization [22]. In contrast, we combine images from a community photocollection with street-side imagery to improve place recognition performance.
The task of place recognition is similar to object retrieval from large unstructured image collections [20, 23, 18, 13, 24], and we build on this work. However,
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we propose to detect and suppress confusing features taking a strong advantage
of the structured nature of the geolocalized street side imagery.
Finally, the task of confuser detection has some similarities with the task
of feature selection in category-level recognition [25–27] and retrieval [28–30].
These methods typically learn discriminative features from clean labelled data in
the Caltech-101 like setup. We address the detection and suppression of spatially
localized groups of confusing (rather than discriminative) features in the absence
of positive (matched) training examples, which are not directly available in the
geo-referenced image collection. In addition, we focus on matching particular
places under viewpoint and lighting variations, and in a significant amount of
background clutter.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the baseline place recognition algorithm based on state-of-the-art bag-of-features object
retrieval techniques. In section 3 we describe the proposed method for detection
of spatially localized groups of confusing features and in section 4 we outline
how the detected confusers are avoided in large scale place matching. Finally,
section 5 describes the collected place recognition datasets and experimentally
evaluates the benefits of suppressing confusers.

2

Baseline place recognition with geometric verification

We have implemented a two-stage place recognition approach based on state-ofthe-art techniques used in large scale image and object retrieval [18, 13]. In the
first stage, the goal is to efficiently find a small set of candidate images (50) from
the entire geotagged database, which are likely to depict the correct place. This
is achieved by employing the bag-of-visual-words image representation and fast
matching techniques based on inverted file indexing. In the second verification
stage, the candidate images are re-ranked taking into account the spatial layout
of local quantized image features. In the following we describe our image representation and give details of the implementation of the two image matching
stages.
Image representation: We extract SURF [31] features from each image. They
are fast to extract (under one second per image), and we have found them to
perform well for place recognition in comparison with affine invariant features
frequently used for large-scale image retrieval [23, 18, 13] (experiments not shown
in the paper). The extracted features are then quantized into a vocabulary of
100K visual words. The vocabulary is built from a subset of 2942 images (about
6M features) of the geotagged image database using the approximate k-means
algorithm [32, 13]. Note that as opposed to image retrieval, where generic vocabularies trained from a separate training dataset have been recently used [23], in
the context of location recognition a vocabulary can be trained for a particular
set of locations, such as a district in a city.
Initial retrieval of candidate places: Similar to [13], both the query and database
images are represented using tf-idf [33] weighted visual word vectors and the
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similarity between the query and each database vector is measured using the
normalized scalar product. The tf-idf weights are estimated from the entire geotagged database. This type of image matching has been shown to perform near
real-time matching in datasets of 1M images [23, 18, 13]. After this initial retrieval stage we retain the top 50 images ranked by the similarity score.
Filtering by spatial verification: In the second stage we filter the candidate set
using a test on consistency of spatial layout of local image features. We assume
that the 3D structure visible in the query image and each candidate image can be
approximated by a small number of planes (1-5) and fit multiple homographies
using RANSAC with local optimization [34]. The piecewise planar approximation
has the benefit of increased efficiency and has been shown to perform well for
matching in urban environments [13]. The candidate images are then re-ranked
based on the number of inliers.
Enhancing street-side imagery with additional photographs: In image retrieval
query expansion has been shown to significantly improve retrieval performance
by enhancing the original query using visual words from spatially-verified images in the database [12]. Here, we perform query expansion using a collection
of images downloaded from a photo-sharing site and details of this data will
be given in section 5. These images are not necessarily geotagged, but might
contain multiple images of the same places captured by different photographers
from different viewpoints or different lighting conditions. The place recognition
algorithm then proceeds in two steps. First the query image is expanded by
matching to the non-geotagged database. Second, the enhanced query image is
used for the place recognition query to the geotagged database. We implement
the “average query expansion” described in [12].

3

Detecting spatially localized groups of confusing
features

Locations in city-street image databases contain significant amount of features
on objects like trees or road markings, which are not informative for recognizing
a particular place since they appear frequently throughout the city. This is an
important problem as such features pollute the visual word vectors and can cause
significant confusion between different places. To address this issue we focus in
this section on automatically detecting such regions. To achieve this, we use the
fact that an image of a particular place should not match well to other images
at far away locations. The details of the approach are given next.
Local confusion score: For each database image I, we first find a set {In } of top n
“confusing” images from the geotagged database. This is achieved by retrieving
top matching images using fast bag-of-visual-words matching (section 2), but
excluding images at locations closer than dmin meters from the location of I to
ensure that retrieved images do not contain the same scene. A local confusion
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Detection of place-specific confusing regions. (a) Features in each database
image are matched with features of similar images at geospatially far away locations
(illustration of matches to only one image is shown). (b) Confusion score is computed
in a sliding window manner, locally counting the proportion of mismatched features.
Brightness indicates high confusion. (c) An image is segmented into a “confusing layer”
(indicated by red overlay), and a layer (the rest of the image) discriminating the particular place from other places in the database.

score ρ is then measured over the image I in a sliding window manner on a dense
grid of locations. For a window w at a particular image position we determine
the score as
n
X
Mwk
ρw =
,
(1)
Nw
k=1

Mwk

is the number of tentative feature matches between the window w and
where
the k-th “confusing” image, and Nw is the total number of visual words within
the window w. In other words, the score measures the number of image matches
normalized by the number of detected features in the window. The score is high
if a large proportion of visual words (within the window) matches to the set of
confusing images and is low in areas with relatively small number of confusing
matches. The confusion score can then be used to obtain a segmentation of the
image into a layer specific for the particular place (regions with low confusion
score) and a confuser layer (regions with high confusion score). In this work we
opt for a simple threshold based segmentation, however more advanced segmentation methods respecting image boundaries can be used [35]. In addition, for a
window to be deemed confusing, we require that Nw > 20, which ensures windows with a small number of feature detections (and often less reliable confusion
score estimates) are not considered. The entire process is illustrated in figure 2.
Several examples are shown in figure 3. The main parameters of the method are
the width s of the sliding window and the threshold t on the confusion score. We
set s = 75 pixels, where the windows are spaced on a 5 pixel grid in the image,
and t = 1.5, i.e. a window has to have 1.5 times more matches than detected
features to be deemed confusing. Sensitivity of the place recognition performance
to selection of these parameters is evaluated in section 5.

4

Place matching with confuser suppression

The local confusion score can potentially be used in all stages of the place recognition pipeline, i.e., for vocabulary building, initial retrieval, spatial verification
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(d)

Fig. 3. Examples of detected confusing regions which are obtained by finding local
features in original image (a) frequently mismatched to similar images of different
places shown in (b). (c) Detected confusing image regions. (d) Features within the
confusing regions are erased (red) and the rest of features are kept (green). Note that
confusing regions are spatially localized and fairly well correspond to real-world objects,
such as trees, road, bus or a window blind. Note also the different geospatial scale of the
detected “confusing objects”: trees or pavement (top two rows) might appear anywhere
in the world; a particular type of window blinds (3rd row) might be common only in
France; and the shown type of bus (bottom row) might appear only in Paris streets.
Confusing features are also place specific: trees deemed confusing at one place, might
not be detected as confusing at another place, depending on the content of the rest of
the image. Note also that confusion score depends on the number of detected features.
Regions with no features, such as sky, are not detected.

and query expansion. In the following we investigate suppressing confusers in
the initial retrieval stage.
To understand the effect of confusers on the retrieval similarity score s(q, vi )
between the query q and each database visual word vector vi we can write both
the query and the database vector as x = xp + xc , where xp is place specific and
xc is due to confusers. The retrieval score is measured by the normalized scalar
product (section 2),
s(q, vi ) =

(qp + qc )> (vip + vic )
qp > vip + qc > vip + qp > vic + qc > vic
q> v i
=
=
.
i
i
i
kqkkv k
kqp + qc kkvp + vc k
kqp + qc kkvip + vic k
(2)
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 4. Improvement in place recognition based on suppressing confusing features. (a)
The query image. (b) Three top ranked images after initial retrieval and spatial verification. (c) The top ranked image after suppressing confusing image regions. Note that
the highly ranked false positive images shown in (b) are suppressed in (c).

If confusers are detected and removed in each database image the terms
involving vic vanish. Further, if there are no common features between qc and
vip , i.e. confusers in the query image do not intersect with place specific features
in the database, qc > vip = 0. Under these two assumptions, the retrieval score
reduces to
s(q, vi ) =

1
1
1
(qp > vip ) ∝
(qp > vip )
i
kqp + qc k kvp k
kvip k

(3)

For a given query, we are interested only in the ranking of the database images
and not the actual value of the score, hence the query normalization dependent
on qc can be ignored. This is an interesting property as it suggests that if all
confusers are removed from the database, the ranking of database images does
not depend on confusers in the query. In practice, however, the second assumption above, qc > vip = 0, might not be always satisfied, since confusers are specific
to each place, and not necessary global across the whole database. Hence, some
common features between qc and vip may remain. Nevertheless, we demonstrate
significant improvements in place recognition (section 5) by suppressing confusers on the database side, i.e. setting vic = 0 for all database images and
implicitly exploiting the fact that qc > vip  qp > vip .
Implementation: The local confusion score is pre-computed offline for each image
in the database, and all features with a score greater than a certain threshold
are suppressed. The remaining features are then indexed using visual words.
The initial retrieval, spatial verification and query expansion are performed as
outlined in section 2 but for initial retrieval we remove confusing features from
the geotagged database. The benefits of suppressing confusing features for place
recognition are illustrated in figure 4.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5. Left: examples of (a) geo-tagged images; (b) test query images; (c) nongeotagged images. Right: locations of geo-tagged images overlaid on a map of Paris.

Discussion: Note that the proposed confusion score is different from the tfidf weighting [33], typically used in image retrieval [36, 18, 13, 24], which downweights frequently occurring visual words in the whole database. The tf-idf score
is computed independently for each visual word and estimated globally based
on the frequency of occurrence of visual words in the whole database, whereas
in our case the confusion score is estimated for a local window in each image.
The local confusion score allows removing confusers that are specific to particular images and avoids excessive pruning of features that are confusing in
some but hold useful information for other images. Moreover, the top-retrieved
images from faraway places, which are used to determine the confusion score,
act as place-specific difficult negative “training” examples. This form of supervision is naturally available for georeferenced imagery, but not in the general
image retrieval setting. This type of negative supervisory signal is also different from the clean (positive and negative) supervision typically used in feature
selection methods in object category recognition [25–27] and retrieval [28–30].
In our case, obtaining verified positive examples would require expensive image
matching, and for many places positive examples are not available due to sparse
location sampling of the image database.

5

Experimental evaluation

First, we describe image datasets and the performance measure, which will be
used to evaluate the proposed place recognition method. In the following subsection, we test the sensitivity to key parameters and present place recognition
results after different stages of the algorithm.
5.1

Image datasets

Geotagged google street-view images: The geotagged dataset consists of about
17K images automatically downloaded from Google StreetView [1]. We have
downloaded all available images in a district of Paris covering roughly an area
of 1.7 × 0.5 kilometers. The full 360 × 180 panorama available at each distinct
location is represented by 12 perspective images with resolution 936×537 pixels.
Example images are shown in figure 5(a) and image locations overlaid on a map
are shown in figure 5(right).
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Non-geotagged images: Using keyword and location search we have downloaded
about 8K images from the photo-sharing website Panoramio [37]. Images were
downloaded from roughly the same area as covered by the geotagged database.
The location information on photo-sharing websites is very coarse and noisy and
therefore some images are from other parts of Paris or even different cities. Apart
from choosing which images to download, we do not use the location information
in any stage of our algorithm and treat the images as non-geotagged.
Test set: In addition, a test set of 200 images was randomly sampled from the
non-geotagged image data. These images are set aside as unseen query images
and are not used in any stage of the processing apart from testing. Examples of
query images and non-geotagged images are shown in figure 5 (b) and (c).
Performance measures: Given a test query image the goal is to recognize the
place by finding an image from the geotagged database depicting the same place,
i.e., the same 3D structure. We measure the recognition performance by the
number of test images (out of 200 test queries), for which the top-ranked image
from the geotagged database correctly depicts the same place. The ground truth
is obtained manually by inspection of the visual correspondence between the
query and the top retrieved image. The overall performance is then measured by
the percentage of correctly matched test images. As 33 images (out of the 200
randomly sampled queries) do not depict places within the geotagged database,
the perfect score of 100% would be achieved when the remaining 167 images are
correctly matched.
5.2

Performance evaluation

Parameter settings: We have found that parameter settings of the baseline place
recognition, such as the vocabulary size K (=105 ), the top m (=50) candidates
for spatial verification or the minimum number of inliers (20) to deem a successful
match work well with confuser suppression and keep them unchanged throughout
the experimental evaluation. For confuser suppression, we set the minimal spatial
distance to obtain confusing images to one fifth of the map (about 370 meters)
and consider the top n = 20 confusing images. In the following, we evaluate
sensitivity of place recognition to the sliding window width, s, and confuser
score threshold, t. We explore two one-dimensional slices of the 2-D parameter
space, by varying s for fixed t = 1.5, figure 6(a)), and varying t for fixed s =
75 pixels, (figure 6(b)). From graph 6(a), we note that a good performance is
obtained for window sizes between 30 and 100 pixels. The window size specially
affects the performance of the initial bag-of-visual-words matching and less so
the results after spatial verification. This may be attributed to a certain level of
spatial consistency implemented by the intermediate-size windows, where groups
of spatially-localized confusing features are removed. However, even removing
individual features (s=1 pixel) enables retrieving many images, initially lowranked by the baseline approach, within the top 50 matches so that they are later
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Fig. 6. (a) Place recognition performance for varying confuser sliding window width
s. (b) Place recognition performance (left axis) and percentage of features kept in the
geotagged database (right axis) for varying confuser detection threshold t.

% correct
% correct
initial retrieval with spatial verification
a. Baseline place recognition
20.96
29.34
b. Query expansion
26.35
41.92
c. Confuser suppression
29.94
37.72
d. Confuser suppression+Query expansion
32.93
47.90
Table 1. Percentage of correctly localized test queries for different place recognition
approaches.
Method

correctly re-ranked with spatial verification. Graph 6(b) again shows good place
recognition performance over a wide range of confuser detection thresholds. The
chosen value t = 1.5 represents a good compromise between the database size
and place recognition performance, keeping around 60% of originally detected
features. However, with a small loss in initial retrieval performance, even a lower
threshold t = 1 can be potentially used.
Overall place recognition performance: In the reminder of this section, we evaluate the overall place recognition performance after each stage of the proposed
method. Results are summarized in table 1. It is clear that spatial re-ranking
improves initial bag-of-visual-words matching in all stages of the proposed algorithm. This illustrates that the initial bag-of-visual words matching can be
noisy and does not always return the correct match at the top rank, however,
correct matches can be often found within the top 50 best matches. Both the
query expansion and non-informative feature suppression also significantly improve place recognition performance of the baseline approach. When applied
together, the improvement is even bigger correctly recognizing 47.90% of places
in comparison with only 41.92% using query expansion alone and 37.72% using
confuser suppression alone. This could be attributed to the complementarity of
both methods. The place query expansion improves recall by enhancing the query
using relevant features found in the non-geotagged database, whereas confuser
suppression removes confusing features responsible for many highly ranked false
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Query

Top ranked image

Query

Top ranked image

Fig. 7. Examples of correct place recognition results. Each image pair shows the query
image (left) and the best match from the geotagged database (right). Note that query
places are recognized despite significant changes in viewpoint (bottom left), lighting
conditions (top left), or presence of large amounts of clutter and occlusion (bottom
right).

Fig. 8. Examples of challenging test query images, which were not found in the geotagged database.

positives. Overall, the performance with respect to the baseline bag-of-visualwords method (without spatial re-ranking) is more than doubled from 20.96%
to 47.90% correctly recognized place queries – a significant improvement on the
challenging real-world test set. Examples of correct place recognition results are
shown in figure 7. Examples of non-localized test queries are shown in figure 8.
Many of the non-localized images represent very challenging examples for current
matching methods due to large changes in viewpoint, scale and lighting conditions. It should be also noted that the success of query expansion depends on
the availability of additional photos for a particular place. Places with additional
images have a higher chance to be recognized.
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Conclusions

We have demonstrated that place recognition performance for challenging realworld query images can be significantly improved by automatic detection and
suppression of spatially localized groups of confusing non-informative features
in the geotagged database. Confusing features are found by matching places
spatially far on the map – a negative supervisory signal readily available in geotagged databases. We have also experimentally demonstrated that the method
combines well with the state of the art bag-of-features model and query expansion.
Detection of spatially defined confusing image regions opens up the possibility of their automatic clustering and category-level analysis (when confusers
correspond to trees, pavement or buses), determining their geospatial scale (trees
might appear everywhere, whereas a particular type of buses may not), and reasoning about their occurrence in conjunction with location-specific objects (a
tree in front of a house may still be a characteristic feature). Next, we plan to
include such category-level place analysis in the current framework to further
improve the place recognition performance.
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